This Senior Seminar is a directed study that helps Graphic Design Students prepare for their job search upon completion of their major.

This Seminar consists of three parts spanning 17 weeks

Part one

Preparing a résumé:
The first draft of your resume will be turned by the 4th week of the first term. You will then have this résumé critiqued by me and given back to you to make necessary adjustments. The final draft will be turned in at the end of the seminar.

Part Two

You will write a case study research paper on a chosen designer or design firm (you choose). This paper will need to be a minimum of five typed, double spaced, 12 point pages. This paper will be due by the 8th week of the first term. I am not concerned with APA guidelines or any of that other “college research paper” stuff, just quality content.

Part Three

You will construct a multimedia portfolio consisting of hard copies, digital copies, and a DVD presentation of your work.
(details and direction will be given throughout length of seminar).